INTRODUCTION
============

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) is the principal mechanism by which eukaryotic cells internalize cell surface constituents and cargoes from the extracellular environment. The molecular details of CME, borne out by 45 yr of microscopy, biochemical analysis, and genetic studies, have been synthesized into a standard model in which 1) adaptor proteins nucleate the assembly of a domed clathrin basketwork---a clathrin-coated pit (CCP)---on the cytoplasmic face of the plasma membrane; 2) this CCP specifically sequesters receptor cargoes as it undergoes progressive growth and invagination to form a spherical cavity connected to the cell surface by a narrow membrane neck; 3) a scission machinery, involving the GTPase dynamin, severs the neck to generate an intracellular clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV) measuring ∼100 nm in diameter; and 4) coordinated disassembly of the clathrin basketwork liberates the underlying vesicle, allowing delivery of its cargo via fusion with the endosomal network. There is a wealth of evidence to support this model, and the sequential molecular interactions that drive the process are relatively well understood ([@B49]; [@B79]; [@B10]). However, numerous microscopy studies have revealed a heterogeneous array of membrane-associated clathrin coats, including large, flat structures, variably referred to as patches, plaques, or flat clathrin lattices, that are not considered in this standard model.

Various techniques allow the preparation of plasma membrane sheets in such a way that the cytoplasmic surface can be examined en face by electron microscopy (EM; [@B30], [@B32]; [@B69]). Using these techniques, early ultrastructural studies of different cell types revealed a variety of clathrin-coated structures (CCSs), including small spherical CCPs, which later came to be understood in the standard model just described, and much larger, irregularly shaped, flat clathrin lattices (FCLs; [@B30]; [@B48]). It was initially suggested that these planar CCSs might be an intermediate form of CCP ([@B30]; [@B42]). However, it became clear that in some cell types, FCLs reach sizes much greater than can be resolved into a single CCV ([@B30]; [@B55]; [@B69]). Furthermore, invaginating structures were observed emanating from the periphery of FCLs ([@B48]; [@B31]; [@B61]; [@B46]; [@B33]), suggesting that they may generate CCVs via rearrangement of their basketwork or nucleation of de novo clathrin assembly ([@B31]; [@B59]). Subsequent EM studies implicated FCLs in the internalization of specific endocytic cargoes, cellular adhesion, and the formation of phagocytic cups ([@B1]; [@B48]; [@B57]; [@B61]; [@B55]; [@B69]; [@B73]; [@B4]). Nonetheless, FCLs have remained a poorly defined facet of plasma membrane biology.

The advent of live-cell microscopy with genetically encoded fluorescent protein tags in the late 1990s allowed the kinetics of CME to be examined ([@B24]). Such studies have been instrumental in defining the sequence of molecular events that drive the standard model of CME ([@B50], [@B51]; [@B62]; [@B19]; [@B43]; [@B29]; [@B79]). However, the diffraction properties of light limit the resolution of standard fluorescence microscopes to ∼300 nm, making it difficult to distinguish CCSs based on size and geometry. Therefore, to aid systematic analysis, there has been a tendency to either use cell types that exclusively exhibit homogeneous CCP-type structures or analytically eschew CCSs that do not possess the typical characteristics of CCPs (transient, diffraction-limited spots; [@B50]; [@B19]; [@B43]). Consequently, no report has unequivocally examined FCLs and their dynamic characteristics.

A number of live-imaging studies observed comparatively large CCSs that may represent FCLs ([@B24]; [@B63]; [@B6]), and data suggest that these are able to generate multiple successive cargo-laden CCVs ([@B51]; [@B79]). [@B68] described a population of stable CCSs termed clathrin plaques (a terminology appropriated from the original EM literature; [@B48]; [@B61]). The assembly and resolution of clathrin plaques were dependent on actin, and, unlike CCPs, plaques internalized as a flat coat without prior invagination. The authors equated these structures to large, flat clathrin coats previously observed by EM; however, fluorescence and ultrastructural data suggested that these plaques are relatively small (approximately three times the size of a CCP; [@B68]). Hence there has yet to be a direct reconciliation of the heterogeneous CCSs viewed by EM with live-cell fluorescence microscopy.

In this study we used multimodal microscopy to revisit FCLs and define their principal characteristics. Quantitative EM of plasma membrane sheets from various cell types demonstrated two morphologically distinct populations of clathrin structures: small, uniform CCPs and large, heterogeneous FCLs. Superresolution fluorescence microscopy of fixed whole cells confirmed these observations. Live-cell total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy corroborated the coexistence of distinct structures. CCPs exhibited transient lifetimes that culminated in a peak of dynamin recruitment; FCLs did not conform to the typical dynamics of CME, being extremely long lived, with persistent recruitment of dynamin.

The chemokine receptor CCR5 undergoes CME ([@B73]); therefore we used this model system to investigate the relevance of FCLs to plasma membrane biology. Live-cell TIRF imaging revealed progressive and sustained association of CCR5 with FCLs after stimulation with chemokine ligand. Quantitative dual-color superresolution microscopy suggests that FCLs are able to selectively partition CCR5 at the cell surface. As such, FCLs may provide stable sites for the recruitment of endocytic cargo such as G protein--coupled receptors (GPCRs).

RESULTS
=======

Flat clathrin lattices are a discrete population of nonclassical CCSs
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The distinctive polygonal basketwork of CCSs make them easy to identify and particularly amenable to ultrastructural analysis ([@B30]). We first evaluated clathrin heterogeneity in a variety of cell lines by preparing ventral (bottom) and dorsal (top) plasma membrane sheets for EM. Concordant with the standard model of CME, we observed abundant small, round structures characteristic of CCPs. In some cell types (e.g., HEK-293T and BSC-1 cells), these structures predominated ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, i and ii, and unpublished data). However, other cell types (e.g., HeLa and CHO cells) also formed large, irregular FCLs ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}iii and Supplemental Figure S4; examples of ventral membrane sheets from HEK-293T and HeLa cells are provided in Supplemental Figures S1 and S2).

![An electron microscopy survey of clathrin heterogeneity. Plasma membrane sheets from the ventral and dorsal cell surfaces were prepared for electron microscopy. (A) Representative images of the ventral plasma membrane of HEK-293T (i, ii) and HeLa cells (iii); Scale bar, 500 nm. In HEK-293T cells, small, homogeneous CCPs (arrowheads) predominate. HeLa cells show similar CCPs but had a propensity to also form large FCLs (L), largely composed of hexagonal clathrin basketwork (arrows). FCLs often displayed budding structures at their periphery (asterisks), which appeared morphologically similar to classical CCPs. (B) Morphometric analysis of clathrin heterogeneity was performed by manual image segmentation (see *Materials and Methods*). Scatter plots display the circularity and two-dimensional surface area of individual CCSs from the ventral surface of i) HEK-293T (*n* = 2256 structures) and ii) HeLa cells (*n* = 1329 structures). Shading indicates CCSs defined as small, \<30,000 nm^2^ (white); medium, 30,000--100,000 nm^2^ (light gray); or large, \>100,000 nm^2^ (dark gray). (C) Stacked histograms expressing the relative frequency of small, medium, and large structures on the ventral (i) and dorsal (ii) surface of HEK-293T and HeLa cells; *n* = 24 and 19 cells, respectively, surveyed across three independent experiments. Error bars indicate SEM.](3581fig1){#F1}

We manually segmented discrete CCSs in images of replicate membrane sheets from HEK-293T and HeLa cells, allowing quantitative analysis of clathrin morphology. Scatter plots displaying the surface area and circularity of individual CCSs associated with the ventral plasma membrane are shown in [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. CCPs are represented by a well-defined population of small, highly circular structures with a two-dimensional surface area of ∼10,000 and ≤30,000 nm^2^. These values are in good agreement with prototypical CMEs, in which progressive assembly and invagination of CCPs give rise to spherical vesicles 100--200 nm in diameter ([@B49]). Whereas these CCPs predominated in HEK-293T, HeLa cells exhibited greater heterogeneity, with an additional population of larger structures representing FCLs ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The surface area of individual FCLs was often \>100,000 nm^2^, and they were typified by an inverse relationship between size and circularity, a reflection of their irregular shape ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}iii).

To better represent this cell-type-specific phenotype, we calculated the relative frequency of small (\<30,000 nm^2^), medium (30,000--100,000 nm^2^), and large (\>100,000 nm^2^) CCSs associated with the ventral and dorsal plasma membrane ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Small CCP-type structures accounted for \>90% of CCSs in HEK-293T cells, whereas large structures were virtually absent. In contrast, FCLs (defined as structures \>100,000 nm^2^) represented ∼35% of the CCSs on the ventral surface of HeLa cells. There have been conflicting reports as to whether FCLs only reside on the ventral surface of cells grown in adherent culture ([@B48]; [@B55]; [@B69]; [@B14]; [@B40]; [@B73]; [@B4]; [@B68]; [@B83]). Our quantitative analysis clearly demonstrates that FCLs can form on the dorsal surface of HeLa cells, albeit at approximately twofold lower frequency ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and we also observed dorsal FCLs in CHO cells ([@B73]; Supplemental Figure S6).

When viewed by EM, the two-dimensional projection of a deeply invaginated CCP and CCV generates a characteristic ring of low electron intensity, as exemplified in Supplemental Figure S3B. This is a consequence of the electron beam passing through multiple surfaces as it transits a CCP (Supplemental Figure S3A). This feature provides a surrogate measure of sphericity, allowing us to evaluate the topography of CCSs (Supplemental Figure S3B). We measured the radial electron intensity profiles of CCPs and FCLs in both HEK-293T and HeLa cells. CCPs (defined as structures with area \<30,000 nm^2^ and circularity \>0.7) exhibited W-shaped profiles indicative of a spherical geometry (Supplemental Figure S3C). These profiles measured ∼100 nm in diameter, and their characteristics were independent of cell type, further suggesting that classical CME produces uniform CCPs/CCVs in both HEK-293T and HeLa cells.

To accommodate membrane curvature, pentagons must be incorporated into the hexagonal clathrin basketwork ([@B37]; [@B75]; [@B46]; [@B59]). FCLs were largely composed of a hexagonal arrangement of clathrin ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}iii), and there was little variation in the electron intensity profile across their surface (Supplemental Figure S3C), indicating a planar topography. However, small, round CCP-like formations were often observed at the periphery of FCLs ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}iii and Supplemental Figure S3D). The mean electron intensity profile across these budding features appeared very similar to that of CCPs with a diameter of ∼100 nm (Supplemental Figure S3E), and this is consistent with the notion that FCLs are capable of generating CCVs that are indistinguishable from those produced by standard CME ([@B46]; [@B51]; [@B6]; [@B33]; [@B53]; [@B79]; [@B41]).

EM provides a very high resolution view of the plasma membrane; however, the preparation of membrane sheets requires mechanical shearing or tearing of cells, which might introduce artifacts. This is a particular concern, given that FCLs might act as sites of adhesion on the ventral surface of cells ([@B48]; [@B16]; [@B3]), and shearing techniques might enrich for membranes with abundant adhesion sites and thus FCLs ([@B3]). Sample preparation for fluorescence microscopy is not prone to such artifacts, yet the resolution of standard microscopy techniques is limited to ∼300 nm by the intrinsic diffraction of light, making it difficult to discern individual CCSs. Therefore, to corroborate our EM observations, we used superresolution direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM; capable of achieving resolutions of ∼20 nm; [@B5]; [@B28]) to study clathrin heterogeneity in whole cells. We labeled endogenous clathrin heavy chain in fixed and permeabilized HEK-293T and HeLa cells with a monoclonal antibody followed by a polyclonal secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647. dSTORM was performed on the ventral surface of the cells under TIRF illumination.

dSTORM recapitulated our ultrastructural studies; HEK-293T cells possessed numerous small puncta of clathrin, whereas HeLa cells displayed large, heterogeneous arrays ([Figure 2, A and B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Automated segmentation allowed us to perform morphometric analysis as in [Figure 1, B and C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Despite the lower resolution of dSTORM compared with EM, a distinct population of small, round CCPs was discernible in both cell types, whereas large, irregular FCLs were only common in HeLa cells ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We independently confirmed these observations in HeLa cells stained with a polyclonal anti--clathrin light chain antibody ([Figure 2, E--G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and anti--α-adaptin (unpublished data). Frequency analysis of CCSs in HEK-293T cells by dSTORM was similar to data generated by EM (compare [Figures 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}i). In contrast, FCLs were less frequent on the ventral surface of whole HeLa cells assessed by dSTORM (10--20%; [Figure 2, D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) when compared with membrane sheets imaged by EM (35%; [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}i). However, given the likelihood of artifactually enriching for FCLs during EM sample preparation ([@B3]), superresolution imaging of whole cells is likely to provide a more reliable representation of the frequency of CCSs. Furthermore, dSTORM permits the systematic survey of thousands of structures across large fields of view.

![A superresolution microscopy survey of clathrin heterogeneity. Whole fixed cells were permeabilized and labeled with a mouse anti--clathrin heavy chain mAb, followed by secondary anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647. We imaged CCSs on the ventral cell surface by dSTORM using TIRF illumination. (A) dSTORM superresolution images of CCSs in HEK-293T and HeLa cells. Images were reconstructed using a 25-nm pixel size; scale bar, 4 μm. Insets display standard diffraction-limited TIRF images of the same area. (B) Enlarged areas from dSTORM images in A, displaying small, round CCPs in HEK-293T and large, pleomorphic FCLs in HeLa cells; scale bar, 1 μm. Heat map intensity scale indicates density of localizations/μm^2^. (C) Morphometric analysis of clathrin heterogeneity was performed by automated image segmentation (see *Materials and Methods*). Scatter plots display the circularity and two-dimensional surface area of individual CCSs from HEK-293T and HeLa cells; each plot displays 2000 representative structures. Color coding indicates CCSs defined as small, \<30,000 nm^2^ (white); medium, 30,000--100,000 nm^2^ (light gray); or large, \>100,000 nm^2^ (dark gray). (D) Stacked histograms displaying the relative frequency of small, medium, and large structures in HEK-293T and HeLa cells from *n* = 8 and 13 cells, respectively, surveyed across three independent experiments; error bars indicate SEM. (E) HeLa cells were stained with rabbit anti--clathrin light chain polyclonal serum, followed by secondary anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647. Representative dSTORM image (i). The image was reconstructed with a 25-nm pixel size; scale bar, 4 μm. An enlarged area is shown in ii; scale bar, 1 μm. (F, G) Morphometric analysis of CCSs stained with clathrin light chain; the scatter plot displays 2000 structures from *n* = 4 cells surveyed in one experiment; error bars indicate SD from the mean.](3581fig2){#F2}

By quantifying structures in whole cells, we can generate an accurate estimate of the proportion of total cell surface clathrin found within small or large structures. FCLs (defined as \>100,000 nm^2^) accounted for ∼75% of clathrin associated with the ventral plasma membrane of HeLa cells, compared with ∼20% in HEK-293T (unpublished data). This equates to ∼8% of HeLa cell plasma membrane being covered in FCLs; this figure is remarkably similar to an estimate based on EM of primary rat myotubes ([@B61]). As a point of comparison, CCPs cover only ∼1.5% of HeLa cell plasma membrane. Almost identical data were derived from morphometric analysis of FCLs in CHO cells (see later discussion and Supplemental Figure S4).

In summary, we used high-resolution EM and dSTORM imaging to demonstrate two morphologically distinct subsets of clathrin-coated structures. CCPs were small (100--150 nm in diameter) and spherical, with a uniform geometry. In contrast, FCLs did not conform to the classical model of CME, being large, irregular, and planar structures with occasional CCP-like invaginations at their periphery. Whereas CCPs were ubiquitous, FCLs were present only in certain cell lines; however, in these cells, FCLs accounted for the vast majority of clathrin associated with the plasma membrane.

Flat clathrin lattices are long lived
-------------------------------------

Since the development of live-cell fluorescence and TIRF microscopy, numerous studies have examined the dynamics of plasma membrane CCSs ([@B24]; [@B62]; [@B19]; [@B51]; [@B68]). However, no study has yet reconciled ultrastructural observations of clathrin heterogeneity with live imaging to directly address FCL dynamics. HeLa cells possess extensive arrays of FCLs, many of which cross the intrinsic diffraction limit of optical microscopy ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), making them particularly amenable to analysis by live TIRF imaging.

FCLs contain abundant clathrin light chain ([Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and therefore we examined their dynamics by transiently transfecting HeLa cells with light chain tagged with red fluorescent protein (LCb-RFP). Of importance, exogenous expression of clathrin light chain did not alter CCS frequency or morphology, as assessed by superresolution microscopy (unpublished data). We also introduced enhanced green fluorescent protein--tagged dynamin-2 (Dyn-2--EGFP), the mechanoenzyme largely responsible for the scission of CCVs ([@B49]). Dynamin exhibits moderate association with nascent CCSs, where it is believed to regulate maturation ([@B44]; [@B43]; [@B78]; [@B2]); thereafter, a further stage of intense dynamin recruitment occurs as it assembles around the membranous neck of CCPs before vesicle scission ([@B79], [@B78]; [@B25]). As such, dynamin recruitment provides information on the maturation of CCSs and registers individual endocytic events. We therefore reasoned that monitoring levels of Dyn-2--EGFP would allow us to better describe the lifetime of classical CCPs and possibly afford a view of vesicle scission events occurring at FCLs.

As expected following our observations by EM and dSTORM, large, intense CCSs representing FCLs were easily discernible by live TIRF imaging of HeLa cells expressing LCb-RFP. FCLs were notable for their stability, displaying no lateral mobility, very little variation in morphology, and typically persisting beyond the time frame of our experiments (10-min acquisition at 0.33 frame/s; [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 1). On closer examination of the data, numerous transient CCP-type events were also apparent (highlighted with arrows in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 1). We quantified the dynamics of CCSs in HeLa cells using an unbiased tracking algorithm previously validated for clathrin studies ([@B36]; [@B43]; [@B13]; [@B2]; [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A large proportion of events were very short lived (\<20s) and are likely to represent small, abortive CCPs and endosomal structures that transiently move into the TIRF field ([@B19]; [@B43]). A further population of short-lived events (20--300 s) principally consisted of diffraction-limited CCP-type structures. Very few events displayed an intermediate lifetime of 300--600 s; however, stable FCL events with lifetimes beyond the duration of our experiments (\>600 s) accounted for ∼12% of all clathrin events. Representative kymographs of transient pits and persistent lattice events are shown in [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flat clathrin lattices are long lived. HeLa cells expressing LCb-RFP and Dyn-2--EGFP were imaged by TIRF microscopy for 10 min at 0.33 frame/s. FCLs appeared as large, intense clathrin structures that persisted beyond the period of acquisition. (A) Stills taken from the beginning (*T* = 0 s) and end (*T* = 600 s) of a representative time course. Images display the cell surface distribution of clathrin (magenta) and dynamin (green); scale, 10 μm. (B) The lifetime of clathrin events was quantified using an automated tracking algorithm (see *Materials and Methods*). The histogram displays the distribution of CCS lifetimes using 9-s-wide bins, based on 6628 events from three acquisitions across two independent experiments. (C) Representative kymographs displaying fluorescent traces from CCPs, including "hot-spot"-type dynamics (ii), and FCLs. Line plots display normalized fluorescence intensity from the lowermost kymographs (iii, vi). Examples were chosen from transient and long-lived structures identified using the tracking algorithm. (D) Whole fixed HeLa cells were permeabilized and labeled with mouse anti--clathrin heavy chain mAb and goat anti--dynamin-2 polyclonal IgG, followed by secondary anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 and anti-goat Alexa Fluor 647. (i) Images of the cell surface distribution of clathrin (magenta) and dynamin (green) were acquired using standard TIRF microscopy; scale bar, 5 μm. The distribution of dynamin was also examined by superresolution microscopy. (ii) A dSTORM reconstruction of the boxed area from i; the image was reconstructed using a 25-nm pixel size; scale bar, 2 μm. Heat map intensity scale indicates density of localizations/μm^2^.](3581fig3){#F3}

The short-lived CCP events possessed archetypal Dyn-2--EGFP recruitment: gradual accumulation of signal in parallel to LCb-RFP, in agreement with an early role for dynamin in CME ([@B44]; [@B43]; [@B78]; [@B2]), followed by an intense peak concomitant with loss of the clathrin signal, indicating CCV scission and subsequent uncoating or movement away from the TIRF field ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 1). In striking contrast, FCLs possessed a continuous Dyn-2--EGFP signal, indicating persistent recruitment ([Figure 3, A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and Figure 3 Video 1). This hints that dynamin may play a role in the maturation and/or maintenance of planar CCSs, as well as in regulation of invaginated CCPs as previously proposed ([@B44]). The GTPase activity of dynamin is believed to be necessary both for its early role in CCS development and for vesicle scission ([@B78]); despite this, the catalytically inactive Dyn-2--K44A-EGFP ([@B14]) was able to associate with FCLs (unpublished data), suggesting that the dynamin GTP cycle does not regulate recruitment to FCLs. Aware that overexpression of Dyn-2--EGFP might drive aberrant recruitment to CCSs, we evaluated the distribution of endogenous dynamin in fixed HeLa cells by immunofluorescence. TIRF microscopy confirmed association of endogenous dynamin with large, intense FCL structures ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}i). Superresolution dSTORM imaging revealed a punctate distribution of dynamin, which is reminiscent of previous immunogold EM observations of dynamin associated with flat clathrin structures ([@B14]; [@B84]) and may indicate that it is recruited to discrete sites within the latticework ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}ii). In conclusion, commensurate with their distinct morphology, FCLs are also kinetically distinct from classical CCPs.

Flat clathrin lattices are molecularly dynamic
----------------------------------------------

The molecular exchange of clathrin triskelia between the cytosolic pool and CCSs at the plasma membrane remains a contentious topic. Various reports used fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) to demonstrate turnover of the constituents of CCSs ([@B86]; [@B87]; [@B53]; [@B78]), although interpretation of these results is confounded by the intrinsic transitory nature of CCPs. Others studies of pharmacologically arrested CCPs found no fluorescence recovery ([@B44]; [@B39]). Furthermore, completion of CME requires the active disassembly of clathrin from CCVs by Hsc70 and auxillin/GAK ([@B70]; [@B26]; [@B82]; [@B11]). The latter observations suggest that the basketwork of maturing CCPs does not undergo molecular exchange. The long lifetimes of FCLs make them particularly well suited to FRAP analysis. Therefore we examined clathrin and dynamin turnover by simultaneous photobleaching of LCb-RFP and Dyn-2--EGFP within selected groups of FCLs. Of importance, the interaction between clathrin light and heavy chain is very stable, such that the molecular dynamics of LCb-RFP faithfully represents the behavior of clathrin triskelia subunits ([@B34]; [@B10]). Clathrin fluorescence displayed gradual but sustained recovery, reaching 50% after ∼115 s ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 1), demonstrating that subunits of the FCL basketwork are being exchanged with the cytosolic pool. Dynamin recovery also indicated turnover, although with much faster kinetics; the signal recovered to 50% in \<9 s. This transitory recruitment may be analogous to the "flickering" association of dynamin with maturing CCPs that precedes the stable assembly of the scission machinery, as proposed by [@B78] or the abortive recruitment of dynamin to endocytically immature CCSs recently suggested by [@B25]. Mean fluorescence recovery profiles ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) show that LCb-RFP signal recovers to only ∼65%, indicating that a significant proportion of clathrin within FCLs is not available for exchange; on the contrary, the vast majority of dynamin was mobile, with fluorescence reaching \>90% recovery within ∼80 s.

![Flat clathrin lattices are dynamic molecular assemblies. HeLa cells expressing LCb-RFP and Dyn-2--EGFP were imaged by spinning disk microscopy. The fluorescence signals associated with selected groups of FCLs were photobleached, and fluorescence recovery was monitored for 10 min at 0.33 frame/s. (A) Stills from a representative experiment displaying fluorescence recovery of LCb-RFP (magenta) and Dyn-2--EGFP (green) in a selected group of FCLs (highlighted by dashed line); scale bar, 10 μm. Clathrin turnover was relatively slow, whereas dynamin exchange occurred very rapidly. (B) Mean fluorescence recovery profiles for clathrin and dynamin, *n* = 32 and 9 selected groups of FCLs, respectively; error bars indicate SEM. (C) Time to 50% recovery of clathrin fluorescence in control or ATP-depleted HeLa cells; *n* = 32 and 10 selected groups of FCLs, respectively; error bars indicate SEM.](3581fig4){#F4}

The turnover of clathrin from FCLs may occur via passive exchange with the cytosolic pool or through active processes such as the quasi-enzymatic disassembly of the clathrin basketwork by Hsc70 and auxillin/GAK ([@B70]; [@B26]; [@B82]; [@B11]). To discriminate between these scenarios, we evaluated FCL FRAP in cells depleted of ATP. Recovery of clathrin fluorescence was prevented in the absence of cellular energy ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Videos 1 and 2), concordant with active turnover of FCLs. In contrast, recovery of dynamin remained largely unaffected by ATP depletion ([Figure 4](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Videos 1 and 2). This evokes a scenario in which clathrin, an integral component of FCLs, requires active remodeling, whereas dynamin is fleetingly recruited from the cytosolic pool to FCLs, presumably via transient protein--protein interactions. In summary, despite their structural stability ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), FCLs are dynamic molecular assemblies.

Flat clathrin lattices regulate the cell surface distribution of CCR5
---------------------------------------------------------------------

CCR5 is a chemokine receptor responsible for chemotactic migration in a number of leucocytes, including T-cells and macrophages, and, of note, is also a coreceptor for human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV; [@B17]; [@B58]). CCR5 is a seven-transmembrane domain GPCR for which ligand binding and activation triggers Gα~(i)~/Gβ signaling. Subsequent phosphorylation of C-terminal residues in CCR5 permits recruitment of β-arrestins, which both uncouples CCR5 from G-proteins and targets it for endocytosis via interactions with clathrin and AP-2 ([@B60]; [@B23]; [@B58]; [@B73]).

After internalization, CCR5 undergoes trafficking through the early endosome and endosomal recycling compartment to reach the *trans*-Golgi network (TGN), from where it returns to the plasma membrane in an iterative recycling loop that can persist for many hours ([@B74], [@B72]; [@B22]). The mechanisms regulating the plasma membrane levels of CCR5 are critical in determining cellular sensitivities to physiological ligands and coreceptor availability for HIV infection ([@B12]; [@B65]; [@B58]). Exploiting a well-established CHO-CCR5 cell system ([@B45]; [@B74], [@B72]) and immunogold EM, we previously demonstrated that CCR5 associates with FCLs after stimulation with native ligand ([@B73]). Therefore we used this system to reevaluate the relationship between CCR5 and FCLs using advanced fluorescence imaging.

We first used the quantitative microscopy approaches developed in [Figures 1--3](#F1 F2 F3){ref-type="fig"} to demonstrate the existence of FCLs in CHO-CCR5 cells. As previously described ([@B73]), EM of plasma membrane sheets revealed classical CCPs as well as FCLs, often with peripheral budding structures (Supplemental Figure S4A). dSTORM recapitulated these observations (Supplemental Figure S4B), with morphometric analysis confirming two populations of CCSs---small, spherical pits and large, pleomorphic lattices (Supplemental Figure S4C) covering ∼7.5% of the ventral plasma membrane (unpublished data). Live-cell TIRF microscopy of CHO-CCR5 cells expressing LCb-RFP indicated that FCLs are long-lived structures (Supplemental Figure S4D). Therefore, further to our observations in HeLa cells and in agreement with our and other reports ([@B55]; [@B67]; [@B73]), large, stable FCLs are present in CHO cells.

To establish the kinetics of CCR5 internalization, we monitored receptor levels on adherent cells with a fluorescently conjugated anti-CCR5 monoclonal antibody (mAb) by live-cell microscopy (Supplemental Figure S5). Before addition of agonist, CCR5 levels remained constant; treatment with 125 nM CCL5 triggered loss of cell surface receptor, which followed an exponential decay, reaching a plateau of ∼65% after 30 min. We independently verified these results by flow cytometry (Supplemental Figure S5). Of note, internalized CCR5 reaches the recycling endosome and/or TGN within 20--30 min, after which it recycles back to the plasma membrane ([@B74]; [@B22]). Therefore the apparent stabilization of cell surface CCR5 by ∼30 min may reflect a dynamic equilibrium in which CCR5 is simultaneously removed from and recycled back to the cell surface.

To evaluate changes in receptor distribution that accompany desensitization and internalization, we monitored the codistribution of CCR5 and clathrin by live-cell TIRF microscopy. Before treatment, antibody-labeled CCR5 was evenly distributed across the cell surface with no evidence of association with clathrin ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, top). After stimulation with CCL5 agonist, CCR5 exhibited a gradual redistribution to CCSs, which stabilized and persisted for the duration of the study (60-min acquisition at 2 frames/min; [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 1). We identified stable FCLs in CHO-CCR5 cells using the tracking algorithm described earlier ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and monitored CCR5 fluorescence associated with them over the time course. CCR5 redistribution to FCLs occurs with linear kinetics until reaching a persistent plateau at ∼12 min poststimulation ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Preliminary FRAP analysis indicated that CCR5 association with FCLs is dynamic, with CCR5 fluorescence recovery displaying similar kinetics to clathrin turnover (unpublished data). As a further testament to the longevity of FCLs, despite subtle morphological changes, the majority of structures persevered for the entire experiment (\>60 min; ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 1). This is also in keeping with our previous observation that agonist treatment did not affect the frequency and size of FCLs ([@B73]).

![CCL5 agonist triggers persistent association of CCR5 with flat clathrin lattices. CHO-CCR5 cells expressing LCb-RFP and prelabeled with mouse anti-CCR5 mAb directly conjugated to Atto 488 were imaged by TIRF microscopy for 65 min at 2 frames/min. CCL5 was added after 5 min at a final concentration of 125 nM. (A) Images from the beginning (untreated) and end (CCL5) of a representative time course, displaying the cell surface distribution of clathrin (magenta) and CCR5 (green); scale bar, 5 μm. To better illustrate the redistribution of CCR5, the images were generated by averaging four consecutive frames from *T* = 0 and 60 min, respectively. Images without averaging can be seen in Supplemental Video 1. (B) Stable FCLs were identified using an automated tracking algorithm (see *Materials and Methods*), allowing quantification of their associated CCR5 fluorescence over the time course. The data are presented as normalized fluorescence expressed relative to the signal at *T* = 0; *n* = 220 stable FCLs from three cells, surveyed across two independent experiments; error bars indicate SEM. (C) After 60 min of treatment with CCL5 ligand, CHO-CCR5 cells were imaged for 10 min at 0.33 frame/s. Kymographs display clathrin (magenta) and CCR5 (green) signals from representative CCPs and FCLs in CHO-CCR5 cells. Line plots display normalized fluorescence intensity from the lowermost kymographs (iii, vi).](3581fig5){#F5}

The temporal resolution used in the experiments illustrated in [Figure 5, A and B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 5](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 1 did not allow us to observe CCR5 incorporation into transient CCPs; therefore we imaged cells after 60 min of treatment using a high frame rate (10-min acquisition at 0.33 frame/s). Of importance, at 1 h posttreatment, endocytosis of CCR5 is ongoing due to its iterative recycling program ([@B74]; [@B22]). The cell shown in [Figure 5](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 2 exhibits sustained association of CCR5 with stable FCLs, alongside transient diffraction-limited CCPs that accrue receptor (boxed areas in [Figure 5](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Video 2). Representative kymographs ([Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) display CCP- type events that simultaneously accumulate CCR5 and clathrin and stable FCLs with sustained recruitment of CCR5. This suggests that CCR5 does not discriminate between FCLs and CCPs, although, it should be noted that at any given moment, CCPs account for a minority of total plasma membrane clathrin ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S4).

Coupling of CCR5 to the endocytic pathway is β-arrestin dependent ([@B23]; [@B81]). However, studies of other receptor systems suggested that recruitment to CCPs and FCLs may occur via different mechanisms ([@B67]) and that GPCR may be sorted to a subset of CCSs in a β-arrestin--independent manner ([@B56]). Therefore, to evaluate the role of β-arrestin in CCR5 recruitment to FCLs, we studied GFP-tagged β-arrestin-2 in stimulated CHO-CCR5 cells by live-cell microscopy. Before treatment, β-arrestin displayed modest association with CCSs, with a large proportion appearing as a diffuse cytoplasmic signal. Stimulation with CCL5 induced a sustained association of β-arrestin-2 with CCSs (Supplemental Figure S6A and Supplemental Figure S6 Video 1). Quantification revealed that β-arrestin-2 was rapidly recruited to FCLs, reaching a plateau at ∼4 min after stimulation with CCL5 (Supplemental Figure S6B).

In contrast, a β-arrestin-2 construct lacking the N-terminal domains necessary for interaction with GPCR (but possessing the requisite clathrin/AP-2--binding sites) failed to respond to CCL5 stimulation (Supplemental Figure S6B and Figure S6 Video 2). This indicates that recruitment of β-arrestin to FCLs is dependent on prior interaction with CCR5, as would be predicted by the accepted model of GPCR coupling to CME ([@B15]). Of note, this rapid CCR5-dependent sequestration of β-arrestin-2 (Supplemental Figure S6B) may indicate the presence of CCR5 at FCLs earlier than is apparent in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. To examine this, we studied the distribution of clathrin, β-arrestin, and CCR5 on the dorsal surface of CHO cells by membrane rip-off and immunogold EM ([@B69]). In agreement with our earlier reports ([@B73]), FCLs become decorated with gold-labeled β-arrestin and CCR5 within 2 min of agonist activation (Supplemental Figure S6C), indicating that CCR5/β-arrestin complexes begin to accumulate in FCLs sooner than can be appreciated by live-cell fluorescence microscopy ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we performed dSTORM imaging of CHO-CCR5 cells 60 min post agonist stimulation to confirm sustained recruitment of β-arrestin to the plasma membrane (Supplemental Figure S6C). In summary, after activation by agonist, CCR5 undergoes down-regulation from the cell surface to ∼65% of the levels in untreated cells, accompanied by rapid and sustained recruitment of CCR5/β-arrestin complexes to preexisting FCLs.

Flat clathrin lattices partition CCR5 at the plasma membrane
------------------------------------------------------------

A number of reports suggest that FCLs may organize the cell surface distribution of both endocytic and nonendocytic receptors ([@B61]; [@B55]; [@B69]; [@B16]; [@B40]; [@B38]). Therefore we evaluated the molecular codistribution of clathrin and CCR5 in our experimental system. To achieve this, we performed dual-color PALM/dSTORM superresolution imaging ([@B7]; [@B5]; [@B28]) of photoactivatable, GFP-tagged clathrin light chain (PAGFP-LCa) and CCR5 labeled with mAb directly conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647. In untreated cells, CCR5 was distributed throughout the plasma membrane, organized into abundant puncta that likely represent individual or small clusters of receptors ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Critically, there was no ostensible association with FCLs. After 60 min of treatment with CCL5, the receptors had reorganized into larger clusters often arranged in and around FCLs, leaving the remaining plasma membrane predominantly devoid of receptor ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flat clathrin lattices partition CCR5 at the plasma membrane. CHO-CCR5 cells expressing LCa-PAGFP and prelabeled with mouse anti-CCR5 mAb directly conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647 were incubated for 1 h in the presence or absence of 125 nM CCL5. Cells were fixed and imaged by two-color PALM/dSTORM. (A) Representative superresolution images of the cell surface distribution of clathrin (magenta) and CCR5 (green) in control or CCL5-treated CHO-CCR5 cells. Images were reconstructed with a 25-nm pixel size; scale bar, 1 μm. (B) The molecular codistribution of FCLs and CCR5 was quantified using Hopkins spatial statistics in multiple arbitrarily chosen regions of interest (see *Materials and Methods*). A Hopkins value of 0.5 demonstrates a random codistribution, whereas values significantly above or below 0.5 indicate association or segregation, respectively. In untreated cells, a Hopkins value of ∼0.4 indicates that FCLs and CCR5 were segregated. Stimulation with CCL5 resulted in a Hopkins index of ∼0.7, demonstrating association of CCR5 with FCLs. As a control, we compared the distribution of CCR5 to simulated random points, which gave a value of 0.5, indicating that the algorithm is functioning correctly. *n* = 11 (untreated) and 10 (CCL5) regions of interest, taken from three fields across two independent experiments for each condition; error bars indicate SEM; \*\**p* = 0.003, \*\*\*\**p* ≥ 0.0001, unpaired *t* test (Prism; GraphPad, La Jolla, CA).](3581fig6){#F6}

The value of localization microscopy is that it provides the positions of individual molecules as representative point coordinates that are amenable to powerful spatial statistics techniques. We evaluated the ability of FCLs to recruit endocytically active CCR5 in agonist-treated cells compared with unliganded receptor in control cells, using bivariate Hopkins analysis ([@B90]; [@B47]). A particular advantage of this method is that it generates a single value that reflects the spatial relationship between the given points; a Hopkins index of 0.5 indicates a random codistribution, a value significantly \<0.5 denotes segregation, and association produces a value \>0.5.

We compared the molecular point pattern of CCR5 molecules relative to the centroid positions of individual FCLs (defined as structures \>100,000 nm^2^) within multiple objectively chosen regions of interest. As a control, we simulated a random codistribution by replacing the positions of individual FCLs with an equal number of arbitrarily chosen points. In CCL5-treated cells, a bivariate Hopkins index of ∼0.7 indicated significant association of CCR5 with FCLs ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the rapid and sustained recruitment observed in [Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S6 and previously reported ([@B73]). Critically, a Hopkins index of ∼0.4 in untreated cells ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrates significant segregation of CCR5 and FCLs, indicating that FCLs exclude nonactivated CCR5. Taken together, these data suggest that FCLs may provide stable platforms for the internalization and/or desensitization of GPCR.

DISCUSSION
==========

The progressive nucleation, stabilization, and maturation of clathrin-coated pits to produce endocytic vesicles is an increasingly well understood process. In this study, we used multimodal quantitative microscopy to describe two populations of CCS---archetypal CCPs and FCLs that cannot be easily understood within the standard framework of classical CME.

Morphometric analysis by EM and dSTORM imaging ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figures S3 and S4) confirmed that small, homogeneous CCPs were present in each of the cell lines we evaluated. However, some cell types, for example, HeLa and CHO, exhibited an additional population of large, heterogeneous FCLs, similar to those observed by others in cultured cells (normal rat kidney, YT lymphocytes, HeLa, and CHO), and ex vivo primary cells (fibroblasts, adipocytes, myotubes, osteoclasts and macrophage; [@B30]; [@B1]; [@B48]; [@B42]; [@B61]; [@B55]; [@B69]; [@B14]; [@B40]; [@B3]; [@B6]; [@B18]; [@B83]). FCLs were planar ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}iii and Supplemental Figure S3C); however, invaginating structures, indistinguishable from CCPs/CCVs, were frequently observed at their periphery ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}iii and Supplemental Figures S3 and S4A). This is consistent with the notion that FCLs can contribute to endocytosis by producing uniform cargo-laden CCVs ([@B79]; [@B41]).

Unlike previous studies, we reconciled our ultrastructural analysis with live-cell microscopy to directly address the dynamics of FCLs ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). CCPs appeared as prototypical diffraction-limited spots with transient lifetimes ranging from 20 to 300 s. In contrast, FCLs were remarkably stable, displaying very little change in position or morphology over the duration of study (10 min; [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and were capable of persisting for \>1 h ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Despite this apparent stability, FRAP analysis demonstrated that FCLs are molecularly dynamic assemblies ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We monitored dynamin association to better describe the lifetime of clathrin events. CCPs displayed a characteristic biphasic recruitment of dynamin, with an initial moderate signal, followed by an intense peak commensurate with vesicle scission ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Video S1). On the contrary, FCLs exhibited sustained dynamin recruitment ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Video S1), and we were unable to discern discrete peaks in intensity that might signify vesicle scission events.

The FCLs described here share some characteristics with the clathrin plaques described by [@B68], such as planar topography and long lifetime. However, we believe that FCLs and plaques are discrete species of CCSs. Of note, clathrin plaques are comparatively small (only two to three times larger than a pit) and exhibit intermediate lifetimes (∼300 s), with a burst in dynamin recruitment coordinate with endocytosis ([@B68]). Furthermore, whereas clathrin plaques are dependent on HIP1R-mediated coupling to the actin cytoskeleton ([@B68]), other studies suggest that flat lattices in HeLa cells are unaffected by HIP1R depletion ([@B20]). Therefore clathrin plaques may represent a further subset of morphologically and kinetically distinct CCSs that form alongside FCLs and CCPs and may be present among the medium-sized flat CCSs revealed by EM and dSTORM ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, we were unable to analytically discriminate clathrin plaque--type events from CCPs in our live-imaging experiments (unpublished data).

To probe the relevance of FCLs to plasma membrane biology, we studied CCR5, a prototypical G protein--coupled chemokine receptor ([@B58]). Activation by a native agonist (CCL5) induced a rapid redistribution of CCR5 to FCLs that occurred in parallel to down-regulation of cell surface receptor ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S5). Liganded CCR5 remained associated with FCLs for the duration of the study (\>1 h), such that FCLs dictated the cell surface distribution of activated receptor. We also observed rapid recruitment of cytoplasmic β-arrestin to FCLs (Supplemental Figure S6). Molecular codistribution analysis by localization microscopy confirmed clustering of CCR5 in and around FCLs ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that FCLs may provide stable platforms for the recruitment of endocytic cargo, including GPCRs; this notion is supported by the recent work of [@B41] demonstrating both constitutive endocytosis of transferrin receptor and agonist-induced internalization of GPCR (β2-adrenergic receptor and Mu-opioid receptor) occurring from the same large, stable CCSs.

Clathrin sculpture
------------------

Our combined ultrastructural and live microscopy approaches demonstrate that FCLs are morphologically and kinetically distinct from standard CCP-type structures, but it remains unclear how clathrin may be fashioned into these disparate forms ([@B80]).

The dichotomy in clathrin phenotypes observed between HEK-293T and HeLa cells ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) suggests differentially expressed molecular determinant(s) of clathrin structure morphology. Of note, the cargo-specific adaptor Dab2 is capable of inducing very large, flat clathrin coats when overexpressed in BSC-1 cells ([@B53]). We observed high levels of Dab2 in HeLa cells (when compared with HEK 293T) and enrichment of Dab2 within FCLs; however, small interfering RNA knockdown of Dab2 did not affect the size or frequency of FCLs (unpublished data). Identification of the factor(s) that positively or negatively regulate the formation of FCLs will likely require a comprehensive and comparative survey of FCL constituents. However, our preliminary data and observations by others suggest that FCLs contain various typical endocytic components, including some that are capable of inducing curvature to model membranes in vitro (FCHo, AP-2, epsin, Eps15; [@B18]; [@B27]; [@B33]; unpublished data). Alternatively, adjustments to CCS topography may be regulated by a biochemical switch; for example, phosphorylation of clathrin light chain regulates the conformation of clathrin triskelia ([@B85]; [@B10]).

Critically, FCLs were capable of producing peripheral budding structures that are morphologically indistinguishable from CCPs/CCVs (Supplemental Figure S3). Therefore the molecular processes that dictate the geometry of classical CME must also be bought to bear on endocytic events originating from FCLs. The determinants of the uniform shape of CCVs are not fully understood but are likely to involve AP-2--dependent recruitment of AP180/CALM via NECAP ([@B89]; [@B54]; [@B2]; [@B66]).

Flat clathrin lattices as membrane scaffolds
--------------------------------------------

Despite being first observed \>30 yr ago ([@B30]), the function and physiological relevance of FCLs remain unclear. This poor understanding is largely attributable to the lack of detailed characterization of FCLs; as a point of comparison, "clathrin-coated vesicle" yields \>2000 PubMed results, whereas \<50 articles contain information on flat clathrin structures. However, this and other studies suggest that FCLs act as stable membrane scaffolds for a variety of processes occurring at the cell surface.

FCLs likely contribute to CME by acting as endocytic platforms for various cargoes, such as GPCR, transferrin receptor, and low-density-lipoprotein receptor ([@B55]; [@B69]; [@B40]; [@B71]; [@B73]; [@B6]; [@B41]). As another example, neuroendocrine cells possess extensive arrays of preformed CCSs that act as a diffusion trap to capture and internalize acetylcholine transporters after synaptic exocytosis ([@B76]).

Beyond this conventional role in CME, we demonstrated that FCLs are able to exclude or recruit CCR5, depending on its activation status ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that FCLs may offer a mechanism to functionally compartmentalize the plasma membrane, for example, by acting as platforms for receptor signaling and/or desensitization. In support of this concept, a recent study used dual-color superresolution imaging to show that Wnt3A stimulation induces large clathrin structures that scaffold LRP6 signaling from the cell surface ([@B38]).

There are also numerous reports of a role for FCLs in cellular adhesion ([@B48]; [@B3]; [@B9]), possibly via recruitment of receptors such as β1/3/5 integrins ([@B16]; [@B83]) and nucleation of actin assembly ([@B4]). More specifically, large, flat clathrin structures (and their associated dynamin) support actin assembly to form and maintain costameres---complexes that tether sarcomeres to the plasma membrane in skeletal muscle tissue. Knockdown of clathrin in mouse muscle leads to degeneration of myotubes, disorganized sarcomeres, and concomitant loss of muscle strength ([@B83]). These observations suggest that FCLs also act as molecular scaffolds for the transmission of mechanical force.

Many questions remain regarding the determinants and significance of clathrin heterogeneity. However, we suggest that FCLs are an underappreciated facet of plasma membrane biology. Quantitative imaging tools are likely to reveal more about nonclassical clathrin structures and the unconventional roles they play in cell biology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Cell culture, plasmids, and transfection
----------------------------------------

Tissue culture media and supplements were obtained from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA). HeLa (HEp2 strain) and HEK-293T cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, penicillin, and streptomycin; CHO-CCR5 cells (Mathias Mack, University of Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany) were maintained in α-MEM supplemented as described. Plasmids encoding LCb-RFP (Christian Merrifield, Laboratoire d\'Enzymologie et Biochimie Structurales, Gif-sur-Yvette, France), Dyn-2-EGFP (Sandra Schmid, UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX), PAGFP-LCa ([@B77]), and β-arrestin-2--GFP constructs (Mark Scott, Institut Cochin, Paris, France), were introduced by transient transfection using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies).

Antibodies and reagents
-----------------------

The following primary antibodies were used for immunostaining: mouse anti--clathrin heavy chain X22 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK); rabbit anti--clathrin light chain immunoglobulin G (IgG; Frances Brodsky, University College London, London, United Kingdom); goat anti--dynamin-2 IgG C18 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX); mouse anti-CCR5 MC5 (Mathias Mack); rabbit anti-GFP polyclonal sera (David Shima, University College London). For live-cell labeling, anti-CCR5 MC5 was directly conjugated to either Alexa Fluor 647 (Life Technologies) or Atto 488 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). All secondary antibodies were obtained from Life Technologies. Recombinant CCL5 was provided by Amanda E. I. Proudfoot (Merck Serono, Geneva, Switzerland).

Electron microscopy
-------------------

Plasma membrane sheets were prepared on ice by fluid shearing ([@B8]) and rip-off methods ([@B69]; [@B73]). To prepare ventral sheets by fluid shearing, cells were grown to subconfluency on carbon-coated formvar EM grids that had been pretreated with poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine. Samples were rinsed in HEPES buffer (25 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid \[HEPES\], 25 mM KCl, and 2.5 mM Mg acetate, pH 7.0), and then a jet of buffer was applied across the grids from a syringe through a 25-gauge needle. This sheared the cell bodies, leaving sheets of adhered ventral membrane on the grids. To prepare dorsal sheets, we rinsed subconfluent cell monolayers grown on glass coverslips in HEPES buffer and inverted them onto EM grids, prepared as described. A rubber bung was applied to the top of the coverslips with light finger pressure for 10 s before the coverslips were lifted away, leaving portions of dorsal membrane on the EM grids. After shearing or rip-off, samples were immediately rinsed twice in HEPES buffer and fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde (or 2% formaldehyde plus 1% glutaraldehyde for immunogold labeling) and sequentially postfixed with 1% osmium tetraoxide, 10 mg/ml tannic acid, and 1.5% uranyl acetate. Membrane sheets were imaged using a Tecnai G2 Spirit transmission electron microscope (Field Emission, Hillsboro, OR) fitted with a SIS Morada charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Superresolution imaging
-----------------------

For single-channel dSTORM imaging, cells were grown in four-well-chambered coverglass slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) to low confluency. Samples were rinsed in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in 4% formaldehyde plus 0.02% glutaraldehyde on ice for 10 min, followed by a further 20-min incubation at room temperature. Autofluorescence was quenched with three 5-min incubations in PBS plus 50 mM glycine. Cells were blocked/permeabilized in 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) plus 0.1% Triton X-100 for 30 min and then stained sequentially with primary and secondary antibodies for 1 h with gentle rocking, interspersed by three 5-min washes in blocking buffer. dSTORM imaging was performed on an IX71 inverted microscope (Olympus), fitted with a 100×/1.49 numerical aperture (NA) TIRF objective lens (Olympus), a 150-mW, 642-nm laser (TOPTICA Photonics, Victor, NY), and an iXon 897 electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) camera (Andor Technology, Belfast, UK). All components were controlled with custom software packages written in LabVIEW (National Instruments Corporation, Newbury, UK). Photoswitching buffer consisted of 1 μg/ml catalase, 50 μg/ml glucose oxidase, 40 mg/ml glucose, 12.5% glycerin, 1.25 mM KCl, 100 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 1 mM TRIS-HCl ([@B52]). Of importance, the imaging conditions were optimized to achieve the Nyquist sampling limit and ensure that continuous clathrin structures could be resolved.

For dual-color PALM/dSTORM imaging, CHO-CCR5 cells were grown on 25-mm coverslips and transiently transfected with PAGFP-LCa 24 h before experiments. Cell surface CCR5 was prelabeled with MC5 conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647 for 1 h on ice in binding medium (RPMI 1640 without bicarbonate containing 0.2% BSA and 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.0), after which the samples were rinsed and allowed to equilibrate to 37°C for 20 min before treatment. After stimulation with 125 nM CCL5, samples were fixed and quenched as described before mounting in an Attofluor chamber (Life Technologies) for imaging on an ELYRA PS1 (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) fitted with a 100×/1.46 NA TIRF objective; 50-mW, 405-nm, 200-mW, 488-nm, and 150-mW 642-nm lasers; and an iXon 897 EMCCD camera.

Single-channel dSTORM data were analyzed in rainSTORM ([@B64]), and dual-color PALM/STORM acquisitions were analyzed in Zen 2011 (Carl Zeiss). Mean localization precision was 27.8 nm (±2.9) for dSTORM and 38.7 nm (±18.9) for PALM. Tetraspec beads (Life Technologies) were used as fiducial markers to monitor sample drift, correct chromatic offset ([@B21]), and perform image registration.

Live-cell imaging
-----------------

For live imaging, cells were grown in four-well-chambered coverglass slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to low confluency and transfected with the stated fluorescent protein constructs 24 h before study. HeLa cells were imaged in standard complete medium, and CHO-CCR5 cells were imaged in binding medium (defined earlier). Studies were performed at 37°C, with and without 5% CO~2~ for HeLa and CHO-CCR5 cell, respectively. TIRF microscopy was performed in a stage-mounted environmental control chamber on an N-STORM (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) fitted with a 100×/1.49 NA TIRF objective; 220-mW, 488-nm, 110-mW, 561-nm, and 220-mW, 640-nm lasers; and an iXon 897 EMCCD camera. FRAP and spinning disk microscopy were performed in a whole-instrument environmental control chamber with an UltraVIEW VoX Yokowaga spinning disk scanner (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) on a TiE microscope (Nikon) fitted with a 100×/1.4 NA oil objective; 220-mW, 488-nm and 110-mW, 561-nm lasers; and a C9100-13 EMCCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). For live labeling, CHO-CCR5 cells were incubated with MC5-Atto 488 for 1 h on ice in binding medium, after which the cells were rinsed and allowed to equilibrate to 37°C for 20 min before study.

Morphometric analysis
---------------------

We performed morphometric analysis of CCSs imaged by EM and superresolution microscopy. For EM analysis, large areas of membrane sheets were acquired by image tiling and stitching, individual clathrin structures were then identified visually and manually segmented by tracing their outlines in ImageJ (Research Services Branch, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) using a stylus and pad (Wacom Co., Kazo, Japan). Segmented structures were then used to generate binary images representing the distribution of clathrin across each membrane. For analysis by superresolution microscopy, dSTORM data were processed in rainSTORM and reconstructed as an image with a 25-nm pixel size. The CCSs in each acquisition were automatically segmented by applying a median filter with 3 × 3 pixel support and converting to a binary image. The binary data generated from EM or dSTORM images were then analyzed using the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox (MathWorks, Natick, MA) to extract the size and shape characteristics of individual CCSs. Circularity was calculated from area and perimeter measurements using the standard circularity/roundness formula (4π area/perimeter^2^).

Automated tracking
------------------

Analysis of live-cell imaging of clathrin in HeLa and CHO cells was performed in MATLAB using the u-track method ([@B36]; [@B43]). Briefly, CCSs were segmented using an *à trous* wavelet decomposition ([@B36]); the u-track software was then used to identify individual clathrin maxima within each frame and track the lifetime of individual events by linking maxima across frames. A gap-closing step ensured that tracks were not prematurely terminated by a failure in CCS detection; our analysis was performed using a maximum gap closing window of eight frames and a maximum search radius of 3 pixels, as previously validated by [@B36]. Events that appeared for only one frame are likely to be a result of misdetection or originate from highly motile endosomal clathrin and were discarded. Events that merged or split were also rejected to avoid ambiguity in tracking and quantification. Lifetime quantification was performed on the remaining events. Representative kymographs were selected from long-lived FCLs and short-lived CCP-type events. To quantify CCR5 redistribution to FCLs, long-lived events were identified using the foregoing method, allowing their associated CCR5 signal to be monitored throughout the time course.

FRAP analysis
-------------

FRAP studies were performed on the spinning disk microscope described earlier. Photobleaching was performed using an UltraVIEW VoX PhotoKinesis device (PerkinElmer), fluorescence recovery was monitored for 5 min at 0.33 frame/s, and the data were analyzed using an ImageJ FRAP plug-in (Jeff Hardin, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI) to extract recovery curves and calculate the time to 50% recovery.

Hopkins spatial statistics
--------------------------

Localization microscopy provides the positions of individual molecules in a point set data format that can be exploited to perform spatial statistics analysis. We extended the standard Hopkins algorithm ([@B35]; [@B90]; [@B47]) to bivariate analysis of the codistribution of CCR5 and FCLs. We used a custom MATLAB routine to compare the molecular point distribution of CCR5 to the centroid positions of FCLs (identified using the morphometric analysis method outlined earlier and defined as structures of \>100,000 nm^2^). Multiple nonoverlapping rectangular regions of interest were chosen semiarbitrarily to include continuous areas of plasma membrane and exclude cell edges or cell--cell junctions; the mean size of the regions was 150 μm^2^. Two control situations were used: the analysis was repeated, but the centroid positions of FCLs were replaced by an equal number of randomly chosen points ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), or CCR5 localization data were compared with the positions of FCLs that had been rotated 90° around a central point to disrupt any spatial relationship. In both cases the Hopkins analysis indicated a random distribution ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; unpublished data), indicating that the algorithm was functioning correctly.

Topographic analysis of CCSs
----------------------------

We inferred topographical information from CCSs imaged by electron microscopy by systematically measuring the electron intensity profile across individual structures. The mean electron intensity signal across CCPs (defined as structures with area \<30,000 nm^2^ and circularity \>0.7) and FCLs (area \>100,000 nm^2^) was measured using the ImageJ radial profile plot plug-in (Pål Baggethun, Elkem Technology, Kristiansand, Norway). The profile was measured across a 100-nm radius from the centroid positions of CCPs and a 500-nm radius from that of FCLs. Budding structures at the periphery of FCLs were defined as invaginations occurring ≤50 nm from the edge of a lattice and were then analyzed using a 100-nm profile radius.
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CCP

:   clathrin-coated pit

CCS

:   clathrin-coated structure

CCV

:   clathrin-coated vesicle

CME

:   clathrin-mediated endocytosis

FCL

:   flat clathrin lattice
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:   G protein--coupled receptor.
